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By Robert W. Snyder

Cornell University Press, United States, 2020. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. In the 1970s, when the South Bronx burned and the promise of New Deal New York and
postwar America gave way to despair, the people of Washington Heights at the northern tip of
Manhattan were increasingly vulnerable. The Heights had long been a neighborhood where
generations of newcomers-Irish, Jewish, Greek, African American, Cuban, and Puerto Rican-carved
out better lives in their adopted city. But as New York City shifted from an industrial base to a service
economy, new immigrants from the Dominican Republic struggled to gain a foothold. Then the
crack epidemic of the 1980s and the drug wars sent Washington Heights to the brink of an urban
nightmare. But it did not go over the edge.Robert W. Snyder s Crossing Broadway tells how
disparate groups overcame their mutual suspicions to rehabilitate housing, build new schools,
restore parks, and work with the police to bring safety to streets racked by crime and fear. It shows
how a neighborhood once nicknamed Frankfurt on the Hudson for its large population of German
Jews became Quisqueya Heights -the home of the nation s largest Dominican community.The story
of...
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This publication is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. You can expect to like the way the blogger write this
publication.
-- Eliseo Rippin-- Eliseo Rippin

Extensive guide! Its this kind of great read. It is really simplistic but excitement from the 50 percent of your pdf. I am just quickly will get a pleasure of
looking at a composed book.
-- Tom a sa  B ins-- Tom a sa  B ins
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